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In the Studio 5/6 forum, there is a sticky "Wish List for Studio 5" but that ... When there are compiler warnings, I would like to
be alerted to them.. However, when only a warning is generated during compile, the ... message list at new message , but that
does not cause the messages ... is a way to treat-warnings-as-errors (but I don't want it to halt compilation on warning)..
Compiler warning messages are usually helpful. ... Especially when we can't or don't want to address them: ? ... private List
versions;.. Alternatively, they may want to avoid the use of exceptions as much as possible, and would therefore want to disbar
explicit list-indexing and unguarded map ... In the future, the compiler will support user-specified warnings and errors on ....
Package: swig Version: 1.3.31-1 Severity: wishlist Hi, Compiling swig wrappers with my usual list of warnings enabled makes a
bit of noise that .... For example, one might want to issue a warning when a program uses an ... the warnings filter maintains an
ordered list of filter specifications; any specific .... Wish List and Development Plan. GAlib is ... I expect to make a 2.4.4
release which fixes all of the compiler warnings (and thus makes the library fully type-safe).. This manual lists only one of the
two forms, whichever is not the default. ... might wish to check for; others warn about constructions that are necessary or hard
to ...

Hi! Quick thought; it would be nice to have compiler warning if "byref" is missing from function/sub call. I know using byref is
optional, but so far I have only forgot .... Then use the list file name on the javac command line, preceded by an @ character. ...
In this case, the compiler will issue a warning if any such class files are generated ... Use -Xprefer:source when you want to be
sure that any annotation .... C and C++ compilers are notoriously bad at reporting some common ... You don't want to just leave
warnings as warnings even if all of them are false ... to make: you probably at least looked at the list of enum values when
you .... Post subject: Re: Compiler warning "argument may be out of range [val]. Post Posted: Mon Feb 20, 2017 3:50 pm ....
INTO(TEMP) (instead of just E.INTO(TEMP)) is that we wish the two intersecting ... Since each LINK-ob]ect can belong to at
most one linked list, one must create a duplicate ... BELONGS(S); this would avoid getting compiler warning messages.. Even if
the declaration of the virtual function in the base class is changed, the program will still compile without even a warning even
though there may be some .... bug#33475: [Wish list]: Display line and column numbers in warnings with `compile-defun'.
Hello, Emacs. At the moment, if a warning is .... Download: Stable · Snapshot | Docs | Changes | Wishlist. summary: Compiling
the Unix version with GCC4 generates warnings class: bug: This is clearly an .... Hi! > Quick thought; it would be nice to have
compiler warning if "byref" is > missing from function/sub call. > I know using byref is optional, but so far I have only ....
warning(t.pos, adaptWarningMessage(s"Adapting argument list by creating a ${args.size}-tuple: this may not be what you
want.")).. Wish Some compiler warnings should classified as hints ... The majority of Warnings I see in the Logs are from this
list and do not affect the .... Wish List: Compiler Warnings. 09/02/08 13:55 Filed in: REALbasic. By this point everyone knows
that REALbasic is deprecating a lot of "lesser used" ...
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